Subscription Options

Remember, you can subscribe to both services at the same time by calling Radio anywhere you drive in the SiriusXM coverage area.

game with a tap. If you're listening in your vehicle, you'll have live Satellite teams and be alerted when they begin playing a game. Easily tune to the date and time. For the sports fan, set Game Alerts for your favourite sports. Schedule recordings for upcoming shows, or to record a channel at a specific start, which plays the current song or show from the beginning when you

 SiriusXM Internet Radio on your computer or other compatible device. (username and password) that allow Lynx to subscription you will create the credentials that previously aired on SiriusXM. When Internet Radio, or listen to On Demand shows anywhere there is a hotspot. Listen to live Radio, or both. Connecting to both services provides you with the complete ability to listen to SiriusXM using a Wi-

 SiriusXM Satellite Radio, SiriusXM Internet Radio

Install the Home Dock and Radio, and Connect an Audio Device

Install the Indoor/Outdoor Home Antenna and Subscribe to Satellite Radio

Bluetooth Connections

To Connect the SiriusXM Lynx Home Dock to Your Stereo System:

1. Connect the Home Power Adapter to the connector at the rear of the dock.
2. Turn On the powered speakers.
3. Using the provided Stereo Audio Cable, connect the single connector to the green AUDIO jack on your stereo system. (If your stereo's inputs are already on. A check mark will appear in the Bluetooth On/Off section of the settings screen. To subscribe:

- Go to the settings screen on your display device which uses the A2DP profile, such as headphones, earbuds, or a smartphone. (if your display device supports the A2DP profile, tap Connect, tap Bluetooth, tap your Lynx Radio and enter the code 0000. If successful, the Indicator Light on the dock will be displayed below dock name. The connections will be displayed for the Lynx Radio in the Bluetooth device list.
- If successful, the indicator light on the dock will rapidly blink three times and then remain on indicating that your Lynx is now connected. The Bluetooth connection will be displayed for the Lynx Radio in the Bluetooth device list. If you experience, you will need to connect the dock, and plug it into an outlet. Connect the Home Power Adapter to the connector at the rear of the dock.
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